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1 Some terminology

NB: Some of this we saw in readings at the beginning of the semester.

Extensive-form decision: sequence of synchronic decisions ⟨D1, D2, ..., DN ⟩ faced at successive points of
time in which the outcomes of choices made at some times depend on the choices made at others.

Strategy: function α that associates each information set Dn with a unique act α(Dn) = αn

• Think of it as either a description of a sequence of one-off choices at different times, or statically as a policy
that mandate a specific course of action at each future information set

• Strategy Set Σ: family of strategies recommended as choiceworthy given the agent’s beliefs and desires
over the time-period covered by the decisions.

Normal-form/Extensive-form Equivalence: Choosing the acts α1, α2, ..., αn in sequence is rational in the
extended-form decision with information sets ⟨D1, D2, ..., DN ⟩ just in case the strategy α(Dn) = αn is rational
in the normal-form decision D+ associated with D1, D2, ..., DN

This equivalence becomes suspect when we consider cases where preferences or beliefs change in unanticipated
ways over time.

We need to modify the above so that the normal form decision D+ contains only feasible strategies (i.e. strategies
whose execution the agent can ensure at the initial chocie point)

Ex: If Joshua thinks that his ‘future self’ will only perform acts that rationalized by his beliefs & desires, then
he cannot feasibly choose acts that require otherwise. In general, this sort of agent will only be able to choose
strategies that are Dynamically Separable.

Dynamic Separability: On the assumption that a certain information state Dn is reached, the substrategy that
α defines on Dn and all subsequent decisions is a rational strategy for the ‘pruned’ decision tree defined by
⟨Dn, Dn+1, ..., DN ⟩

2 Types of Choosers

‘*’ indicates preference change.

2.1 Myopic Choosers

• Focus on current preferences and ignore those of future self

• ex: (1,1), * (3,0), (2,2), (0,3)

– Labels these Choice 1 through 4 from left to right.

• Will choose based on first number. So will choose the second option (3, 0).
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• Problem: This strategy is not dynamically inconsistent (and delusional!). You know that your preferences
will change, so you won’t be able to execute this strategy at the relevant time.

Dynamic Consistency: A rational agent may not embark on a strategy α if he believes that he will have an all-
things-considered reason to perform some act other than the one α recommends when he arrives at any choice
point.

2.2 Deferential Chooser

• Subordinates preferences to those of future self

• Chooses Choice 4 in example above (0, 3).

• Problem: also not dynamically consistent.

– Now the problem comes from the first node: at that node, you have no reason to defer to the desires
of your future self. Indeed, you think your future self has the wrong priorities!

• Two Caveats:

1. Assumption that deference to future self does not arise from current preference for having future
preferences satisfied

2. ruling out possibility of learning experience

2.3 Sophisticated Choosers

• Pro: Confines themselves to dynamically consistent strategies. (Virtue!) They choose only what they can
carry through based on current desires.

• Use backward induction to figure out what they should do

• In the above example, they choose (1, 1).

– From the perspective of your current desires, you’re really looking at choice between 1 and 0. (For
otherwise you’ll choose 4 after your preferences change. That’ll give your current self 0 utiles and
future self 3.)

• They treat their future selves as they would any other state of the world: they figure out the probabilities
that they will choose in such-and-such way in the future and the utilities of these choices, and then selects
the current act that has maximum expected utility when viewed from that perspective.

• Problem: often choose Pareto inferior options.

2.4 Resolute Choosers

• Strikes a deal between present & future self - ‘intertemporal bargaining’

• Aim: be the kind of person who makes a plan and sticks to it even when one’s beliefs and desires tell one
to pursue a different course of action.

• Ed McClennen: “”Each time-defined self does less well than it would have done, if the selves had really
coordinated effectively with each other.”

• In above example, choose (2,2)

• Pro: Gets a better outcome than the sophisticated chooser!

• Problem: No way to enforce this!
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